The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of clinical covariates to the outcome of Intracerebral Hemorrhage (ICH) patients in terms of best fitted and excellent discriminate model of binary response variable.
INTRODUCTION
The brain is an "end organ" and gets its blood supply through network of blood vessels in the body. These vessels are the least prepared to handle the chronic increase in blood pressure. At the same time, they are responsible for carrying a larger amount of blood to a very vital area, at relatively high pressures. Thus, over the years, they can develop microscopic outpouchings called Charcot Aneurysms (place where a blood vessel has become swollen). Rupture of blood vessel causes Intracerebral Hemorrhagic stroke. Intracerebral Hemorrhage (ICH) thus refers to bleeding *Address correspondence to this author at the Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Karachi, Karachi, Pakistan; E-mails: aasiddiqui@uok.edu.pk, siddiquiaaspak@yahoo.com into parenchyma of the brain that may extend into the ventricles or rarely into subarachnoid spaces.
The global rate of occurrence of Intracerebral Hemorrhage (ICH) is 10-20 / 100,000 populations. It is noted that male suffer more than female. Moreover people aged more than 55 years have been noted to be at the maximum risk [1, 2] . Intracerebral Hemorrhage is not only a major issue in third world countries but it is reported to be a major issue also in the USA and UK. Regrettably it is estimated that mortality of ICH is expected to become two fold by the year 2050. The unidentified reason is increase in aging population as well as changing in racial demographics [3] [4] [5] .
Stroke is the third leading cause of death and the first leading cause of disability [2, 5] . Morbidity is more severe and mortality rates are higher for hemorrhagic stroke than for ischemic stroke. Spontaneous Intracerebral Hemorrhage accounts for 10 to 15% of all strokes [6] . The 30-day mortality rate for hemorrhagic stroke is 40-80%. Approximately 50% of all deaths occur within the first 48 hours. The survival rate in Intracerebral Hemorrhage is only 38% in one year [4, 5, 7] .
PATIENTS AND METHODS

Patients
Retrospective clinical data of 985 patients with Intracerebral Hemorrhage (ICH) over an 18 years period (1988-2005) , were collected from one of the largest tertiary care hospital situated in Karachi. Patients were identified through medical records at the hospital using the International classification of diseases, Ninth revision coding system. Diagnostic codes (434 for stroke and 431 for ICH) were used to identify patients. The diagnosis of ICH was confirmed by neuro-imaging in all patients.
Statistical Approaches
The clinical data was processed by coding, editing, tabulating, recoding, re-tabulating and finally analyzed using different statistical tools. In analysis, we first assessed the univariate association between the response variable and a covariate using Chi-square test and logistic regression analysis. All variables with p-value less than 0.25 on univariate analysis were then included in multivariable analysis. A stepwise procedure was used to select the variable with a value of p<0.25 as the inclusion criteria for best fitted multivariable model. A number of models containing all possible combinations of variables were significant according to defined criteria, comparing the models through the likelihood ratio test.
The association between the various causal variables associated with each other biologically was also assessed. These variables, having statistically significant p-values, were possible confounders and their odd ratios changed significantly in multivariable analysis but were not strongly associated with each other because of p-value > 0.05. After developing main effect model, a relationship was tried to seek out with the interactions which were biologically meaningful but none of them were found to be significant.
In the present study, Hosmer-Lemeshow test statistics was used to assess the goodness of fit for logistic regression model. It is frequently used in risk prediction models; particularly during the assessment of human disease models [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Finally, the discrimination of the predictive models is determined by measuring the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and obtains the cutoff which can best predict the outcome. In current study sensitivity and specificity analysis is based on binary classification of actual outcome and predictive probabilities of outcome of models. The SPSS software (ver. 12) is used to perform all the statistical analysis.
ANALYSIS AND RESULT
In univariate analysis Pearson Chi-square and likelihood ratio test were performed for p-value and test of association , and logistic regression was used for RR (relative risk) with 95% confidence interval. It was revealed that out of 88 covariates 46 were significant according to p-value <0.05 ( Table 1) .
After preliminary analysis, any variable whose pvalue was found to be less than 0.25 on univariate analysis or otherwise thought to be biologically meaningful [10, [15] [16] [17] were entered into multivariable analysis using forward stepwise logistic regression, likelihood ratio test were used for variable selection. We only had two continuous variables which were age and length of stay. After analyzing the associations of the two continuous variables with outcome variable, it was found that both are statistically insignificant.
We tried to investigate the interactions which are biologically meaningful but none were found to be significant according to the p-value criteria ( Table 2) .
After the process of including, deleting, refitting with different combinations of all important (statistically and /or clinically) variables and their interactions (biologically), different models were obtained using multiple logistic regression. One best fitted multiple logistic regressions model is as follows: The discrimination of the prediction model was determined by measuring the accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve ( Table 4 ).
DISCUSSION
The inference of data through univariate analysis revealed that out of 88 covariates 46 were found to be significant ( Table 1 ) according to p-value < 0.05.
Statistical analysis showed that 84.8 % subjects were found to have hypertension as major risk factor. The inference of data through univariate analysis, revealed that hypertensive subjects showed apparent improvement (1.12 times) as compared to non hypertensive patients (95% C.I.: 0.95 -1.27) for outcome variable. Contrary to this the multivariable analysis using multiple logistic regressions, interestingly exhibited a significant negative relationship between ICH and hypertension; when these data were adjusted for other variables in the statistical model. The improvement among ICH patients having hypertension was 0.5 (p=0.001, ARR=0.5, 95% C.I. 0.3 -0.8) as compared to non hypertensive's when adjusted for other variables in the model.
Results of present study as reported in multivariable analysis were in accordance to the results of a previous study [18] . Other studies [2, 14, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] showed a clear relationship between hypertension and ICH. The results of present study intensely support the scientific concept of direct relation of hypertension with ICH.
Recent data showed that 65.6 % subjects were using antihypertensive medicine. Multivariable analysis exhibited a significant relationship between ICH and antihypertensive medicine when these data were adjusted for other variables in given best fitted model ( Table 3 ). The improvement among ICH patients using antihypertensive medicine was 1.3 (p = 0.031, ARR=1.3, 95% C.I. 1.1 -1.5) as compared to those who were not using antihypertensive medicine when adjusted for other variables in the model. Thrift et al. (1998) [22] , reported that the use of antihypertensive Thus results of present study showed that ICH has strong relationship with use of antihypertensive medicine and it can be hypothesized that the use of antihypertensive medicine decreases the risk of occurrence of ICH due to hypertension. The result of this study clearly presented that 84.8 % ICH patients have a risk factor of hypertension, 65.6 % ICH patients take antihypertensive medicine while 31.9 % do not take any medicine. So we can conclude that improvement in ICH patients, who develop hypertension was 0.5 times (ARR=0.5) as compared to those who did not develop hypertension. In the same way at the time of discharge, 56 % subjects were using antihypertensive medicine. Multivariable analysis showed that there is a relationship between ICH and antihypertensive medicine. The improvement among ICH patients who were using antihypertensive medicine at the time of discharge as resulted from multiple logistic regression model was 3.0 times (p < 0.001, ARR=3.0, 95% C.I. 2.7 -3.2) as compared to those who did not use antihypertensive medicine. Thus the change in adjusted relative risk (ARR) from 1.3 to 3.0 times in antihypertensive medicine shows that the use of antihypertensive medicine and ICH outcome variable are positively associated.
Since hypertension is a significant risk factor, the different group of level or range of blood pressure plays an important role in improvement of subjects. Before discussion of different groups of range of blood pressure, it is important to inform that there are four groups of range of blood pressure in the present study. Two, at the time of admission after ICH, i.e., initial SBP and DBP and two, during the period of admission in hospital, i.e., lowest SBP and DBP.
In the analysis of present data for different range of blood pressure, it was revealed that, in initial systolic blood pressure a large number of patients (78 %) belongs to the hypertensive blood pressure group of range (141-200 mm Hg) and 21 % patients have normal blood pressure group of range (90-140 mm Hg). Similarly in initial diastolic blood pressure group, 56 % belong to the hypertensive blood pressure group of range (>90 mm Hg) and 40.9 % patients have normal diastolic blood pressure group of range (60-90 mm Hg). In the same way during the hospitalization of patients with SBP it was found that 25 % belong to the hypertensive blood pressure group of range(141-200 mm Hg) and 64 % patients have normal blood pressure group of range (90-140 mm Hg). Similarly with reference to diastolic blood pressure during the hospitalization, 10 % of patients belong to the hypertensive blood pressure group of range(>90 mm Hg) and 62 % patients have normal diastolic blood pressure group of range (60-90 mm Hg).
The improvement among ICH patients who belong to hypertensive lowest systolic blood pressure group (141-160 mm Hg) was 1.02 times ( p = 0.006, ARR=1.02, 95% C.I. 0.8 -1.2), for the range of (161-200 mm Hg) was 0.7 times ( p = 0.006, ARR=0.7 , 95% C.I. 0.4 -0.9) and for the range of ( >200 mm Hg) was 0.6 times ( p = 0.006, ARR=0.6 , 95% C.I. 0.2 -1.3) as compared to the normal range (90 -140 mm Hg) of blood pressure when adjusted for other variables in the best fitted model. Thus the change in adjusted relative risk (ARR) of hypertensive range of systolic blood pressure also indicates that the blood pressure range and ICH outcome variable are negatively associated.
Results of current data analysis as reported in multivariable case are in accordance to the results of previous studies. Leppala et al. (1999) [26] showed that the risk of ICH is increased with increasing systolic and diastolic blood pressure. Song et al. (2004) [27] supported the closer relationship between hemorrhagic stroke and blood pressure level. Kin et al. (2005) [24] indicated the risk ratio of blood pressure level and hemorrhage was associated. Hence it can be concluded that the risk of ICH is increased with increasing systolic blood pressure, as already hypothesized above in discussion of hypertension that ICH has strong relationship with hypertension.
The second and third highest frequencies of risk factor noted in this study were diabetes mellitus (24.3%) and hyperlipidemia (13.4%). As far as these two major risk factors are concerned; results are quit interesting. Work done by researchers [18, [28] [29] [30] [31] showed that diabetes mellitus is not an independent risk factor for the development of ICH. However it increases mortality rate in subjects with ICH since hyperglycemia is reported to increase edema and infarct size and with reduction in cerebral blood flow and cerebrovascular reserves. These indicate an indirect correlation of DM and hyperlipidemia with ICH. Sturgeon et al. 2007 [25] also showed that diabetes mellitus is not associated (p > 0.05) with ICH either in univariate and multivariate models. Arboix et al. (2000) [29] showed that diabetes mellitus increases the mortality rate in subjects with ICH. The univariate and multivarible analysis of present data showed insignificant relationship between ICH and these risk factors. Diabetes mellitus subjects with ICH outcome variable indicated less improvement (0.9 times) with non significant relationship (p<0.17) as compared to non-diabetic subjects. Diabetes mellitus and hyperlipidemia were not selected in the model as a candidate of best fitted model, when adjusted for other variables in the model.
The assessment of coagulopathy expected that 3.7 % subjects had this risk factor. The univariate analysis showed less clinical improvement (0.5 times) in coagulopathy subjects with ICH, as compared to non coagulopathic subjects (95% C.I.: 0.3 -0.8) for outcome variable. Multivarible analysis showed a negative significant relationship between ICH and coagulopathy when adjusted for other variables in the best fitted model. The improvement among ICH patients with coagulopathy was 0.5 times (p = 0.018, ARR=0.5, 95% C.I. 0.2 -0.9) as compared to without coagulopathy when adjusted for other variables in the model. Present Model has 0.892 area under the curve with sensitivity (0.852), specificity (0.793) and p-value (0.204). This indicates that the model give the impression to fit quite well for predictive performance of the ICH outcome variable. The value of the area under the curve, sensitivity and specificity showed that the model is applicable.
CONCLUSION
The present statistical model of multiple logistic regression suggested that ICH has strong relationship with hypertension and the use of antihypertensive medicine was found to play a pivotal role in reduction of the risk of ICH due to hypertension. They showed a clear improvement (1.3 times) in ICH patients as compared to those not using antihypertensive medicine. Likewise, statistical analysis showed a clear improvement (3.0 times) among ICH patients who were using antihypertensive medicine at the time of discharge. Thus the change in adjusted relative risk from 1.3 to 3.0 times illustrate that the use of antihypertensive medicine and ICH outcome variable are positively associated. Similarly, the change in adjusted relative risk of different range of level of blood pressure showed that the blood pressure level and ICH outcome are significantly associated. Therefore, it can be tested that the risk of ICH is increased with increase in blood pressure. From other risk factors, coagulopathy was found as a negatively significant risk factor for ICH outcome in the fitted model.
Multiple
logistic regressions revealed that neurological symptomatology, slurred speech and double vision are important factors of proposed statistical models. Moreover, multivariable analysis discovered a clear decrease in mental status from normal to coma in applicable model. Putamen and cerebellum were positively significant with ICH outcome.
Multivariable analysis pointed out insignificant relationship between white blood cells and ICH; however WBC was selected as a candidate in the multiple logistic regression model. Hence white blood cells are essential for the best fitted model. Current statistical evaluation found that the surgery is an important part of recovery of ICH patients and estimated that the improvement among the ICH patients, who were treated with surgery, was 1.4 times with significant p-value in best multiple logistic regression models. Multivariable analysis showed that the complication of pneumonia during treatment of ICH subjects has highly significant negative association with outcome variable.
The above findings also intended that the multivariable analysis using multiple logistic regressions and statistical diagnostic tools are better techniques of binary response variable because multiple logistic regressions provides an easy interpretation and identify the most important factors from the multiple factor diseased data.
